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Introduction | Lindsey Hawkins 

§ visual thinker and creative problem solver

§ professional background as a fine artist 

and graphic designer

§ leads operations of content ecosystems solutions

§ strategic leader of leaders able to build global teams

HIGHLIGHTS
• Business development

• Leader and team builder

• Client success foundations

• Communications and change 

management best practices

• IDCS / Motivator 

EXPERTISE

• Business leadership and strategy

• Information architecture

• Communication behaviors

• Content management

• Curriculum/ instructional design

• Visual design 



Communication styles + 
behavioral tendencies



Communication styles 
and behavioral tendencies

Observable

Situational

Based on our experiences, 
thoughts, and beliefs

An expression of our 
personality



Methodical
Systematic

Reliable
Steady

Relaxed
Modest

Expressive
Enthusiastic

Friendly
Demonstrative

Talkative
Stimulating

Ambitious
Forceful
Decisive
Direct
Independent
Challenging

Analytical
Contemplative
Conservative
Exacting
Careful
Deliberative

D I

SC

Communication Styles are Observable Behaviors
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Everyone displays each behavioral style to some degree

Dominant

Conscientious

Influential

Steady



Communication Energy
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Assertive
(Active/Decisive)

Responsive
(Cautious/Accommodating)

People-OrientedTask-Oriented
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TASK-ORIENTED
/ Prefers working alone

/ Appears cooler, reserved

/ Less animated, fewer gestures

/ Less interested in small talk

/ Uses quantitative data and facts

/ Focuses on challenges, risks in a situation

/ Less trusting

/ Prefers working with others

/ Appears warmer, open

/ More animated, uses gestures

/ Enjoys small talk, building rapport

/ Uses stories and illustrations

/ Perceives situation as easily manageable

/ More trusting
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/ Quick pace, high energy

/ Talkative, louder, tells more than asks

/ More intense, more direct

/ Openly expresses emotions or opinions

ASSERTIVE (Active/Decisive)

/ Measured pace and energy

/ Talks less, quieter, asks more than tells

/ Less intense, less direct

/ Tentatively expresses emotions / opinions



Review DISC profiles



Drive to:
Be steady, consistent,              
and support

Intent to: 
Maintain Status Quo

Drive to:
Be right, sure, to 
avoid trouble

Intent to: 
Be safe

Drive to:
Influence, express 
and be heard,            
to persuade

Intent to: 
Persuade

Drive to:
Be in control, achieve 
results, overcome

Intent to: 
Conquer

Drive & Intent
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Conscientious Steady

InfluentialDominant

Assertive
(Shapes Environment)

Responsive
(Accommodates Environment)

People-OrientedTask-Oriented

D I
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Using “D” Behavior - Dominance
Key to Motivating: Challenge
Fear: Being Taken Advantage of, Losing Control

D
TENDENCIES

PREFERRED 
ENVIRONMENT

VALUE TO
THE TEAM

Getting immediate results Power and authority Self-starter / take charge

Accepting challenges Prestige and challenge Forward thinking

Making quick decisions Opportunities for
accomplishment, advancement

Places high value on time, 
efficiency

Taking authority Freedom from controls
and supervision Challenge-oriented

Managing trouble Many new and varied activities Innovative

Solving problems

D



Using “I” Behavior - Influence
Key to Motivating: Recognition
Fear: Social Rejection

I
TENDENCIES

PREFERRED 
ENVIRONMENT

VALUE TO
THE TEAM

Connecting with others, 
participating in a group Public recognition Optimism and enthusiasm

Making a good impression Freedom of expression Creative problem solving

Creating a motivational 
environment Group activities outside of job Motivates others towards goals

Entertaining people Freedom from control and detail Team player

Being optimistic Coaching and counseling Negotiates conflict

I



Using “S” Behaviors - Steadiness
Key to Motivating: Appreciation
Fear: Loss of Security; Rejection from the Group

S
TENDENCIES

PREFERRED 
ENVIRONMENT

VALUE TO
THE TEAM

Helpful, patient Predictable routines Dependable team player

Performing in consistent manner Minimal work infringement on 
home life Patient and empathetic

Showing loyalty Sincere appreciation Logical step-wise thinker

Being a good listener Identification with a group Service-oriented

Creating a stable work 
environment Minimal conflict Follows through

S



Using “C” Behavior - Conscientiousness
Key to Motivating: Security
Fear: Making mistakes, Being criticized for work
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C
TENDENCIES

PREFERRED 
ENVIRONMENT

VALUE TO
THE TEAM

Concentrating on key details Control of factors that
affect performance Maintains high standards

Being diplomatic Clearly defined expectations Detail oriented

Checking for accuracy Values quality, accuracy Defines, clarifies, gets info

Adhering to key directives
and standards

Reserved, business-like 
atmosphere Objective; “the anchor of reality”

Recognition for specific skills
and achievements Comprehensive problem solver

C



Tackling a Challenge 4 Different Ways
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ID styles of others
What are the signs of styles?



Situation D I S C

Writing Direct, to the point, 
results-oriented. 

More wordy, warm 
people focus.

Lengthy, giving list of 
information.

Direct, to the point, 
with appropriate
data.

Organizing Efficient, not neat. Disorganized. A lot of 
piles. 

Usually some type of 
system (sloppy). 

Everything in its 
place. Perfectly
organized. 

Talking to 
Others

Direct. May do other 
activities when 
talking with others, as 
well as interrupt.

Verbal, at length.
Personal with others. 
May be a poor 
listener.

Warm, not pushy. Will 
listen before talking.

Direct. Questioning, 
clarifying. 

Walking Fast, always going 
somewhere.

Weave, people focus, 
may run into things. Steady, easy pace. Straight line.



 
 
 

 

 
Disclaimer:  Perceptions are in the eye of the beholder.  The perceptions below are exaggerated for learning purposes, and may not be what you are thinking!  
However, the reality is, we all have negative perceptions of others from time to time.  And we often view behaviors of those that are least like us as negative.  
DISC is a tool to help you move from misunderstanding and frustration to working together for the good of the team. 

Gaining knowledge, understanding, and acceptance of others’ strengths and weaknesses is where Guild Values of Respect and Collaboration begin.  And, those 
you get along with the least, are usually the ones that you can learn from the most.  They have strengths to compensate for your weaknesses and vice versa.  
And, if you reframe perceptions into positives, we can appreciate and leverage the talent on our teams in new ways. 

 

D – Dominant 

Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Determined, decisive, results oriented I feel pressured.  Who put you in charge? Focused decision making 

Strong, direct communicator Abrupt.  Rough.  Ouch! Straightforward feedback 

Competitive Overwhelming, so aggressive Gets jobs to the finish line 

Fast, impatient Hello!  Do you not see or hear me?   Moves the team and individuals forward 

Risk taker No, just risky Innovative pushes for accomplishment 
 

I – Influence 

Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Enthusiastic Overly optimistic, not looking at risks Engages others around a cause 

Active Like a butterfly, fliting all over the place Moves projects forward 

Inspiring So emotional and intuitive.  Where are the facts? Develops others 

Fast starter, mover and shaker All those balls in the air; are any projects finished?  Activates action in others 

Charming, persuasive Socializing again!  We need to work.  Creates a supportive environment 
 

 

 DISC   Understand Overuse and Perceptions, Recognize Strengths 

Perceptions and Reframing 



S – Steady 
Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Pleasant, diplomatic You are SO nice; where are the constructive challenges? Respectful team player 

Thoughtful, deliberate Indecisive, slow to change Contingency thinker 

Seeks compromise You give in too easily.  Express yourself! Champions collaboration and respect 

Values relationships  But they aren’t doing what they should.  What are you 
doing about it? 

Helps analyze people impact 

Trustworthy, good natured You will get it done, but WHEN? Customer service orientation 
 

C – Conscientious 
Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Thorough, values accuracy Sees only trees, not the forest!  Misses opportunities. Logic based decision making 

Persistent, quality control Slow to move forward, where’s the excitement? Identifies risk 

Focused analysis Difficult to approach when fixated, ignores feelings Data based planning 

Facts are important Too much data!  We don’t always need to be experts. Identifies pros and cons  

Diplomatic and moderate Where are the decisions and the strategy? Calm professional presence  
 

Perceptions and Reframing 







Situation D I S C

Buying Quick Decisions; new & unique 
ideas.

Quick decisions, showy
products, impulsive. 

Slow decision maker; traditional
products.

Very slow buyers: proved 
products. 

Conflict Fight Back. Fight, Run. Tolerate it. Will put up with it. Avoidance.

Driving Fast, always in a hurry. Visual, looking around, radio on. Relaxed pace, no hurry. Careful, follow rules. Best 
drivers. 

Decorating Office Status conscious, large desk, 
efficiency.

Contemporary, memorabilia of 
experiences.

Family snapshots, homey 
atmosphere. Graphs, charts, functional. 

Gesturing Hand movement when talking. Big gestures and facial 
expressions.

Will gesture with hands, not 
sweeping.

Very reserved, little or no 
gestures.

Writing Direct, to the point, results-
oriented. More wordy, warm people focus. Lengthy, giving list of information. Direct, to the point, with 

appropriate data.

Organizing Efficient, not neat. Disorganized. A lot of piles. Usually some type of system 
(sloppy). 

Everything in its place. 
Perfectly organized. 

Reading Cliff notes, executive book 
summaries. Fiction, Self-improvement books. People stories, fiction and 

nonfiction. Nonfiction, technical journals.

Standing Forward leaning. Hand in 
pocket. 

Feet spread. Two hands in 
pockets. Leaning back, hand in pocket. Arms folded, one hand on chin.

Talking on Phone Little chitchat. To the 
point….Results. 

Long conversations. Lots of tone 
variation. Warm conversationalist, friendly. Little chitchat. To the point. 

Talking to 
Others

Direct. May do other activities 
when talking with others, as well 
as interrupt.

Verbal, at length. Personal with 
others. May be a poor listener.

Warm, not pushy. Will listen 
before talking. Direct. Questioning, clarifying. 

Walking Fast, always going somewhere. Weave, people focus, may run 
into things. Steady, easy pace. Straight line.



Thank you!
Content and resources on lrushart.com


